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Terms + Conditions 

Sales by DatesWeiser (hereinafter called the Seller) are made only 
on the terms and conditions set forth below. These terms and 
conditions may be modified or supplemented only by a written 
document signed by an authorized representative of the Seller. 
These terms and conditions supersede any prior and/or contem-
poraneous agreements or correspondence between Purchaser  
and Seller.

Ordering Information 
All orders must be in writing.  

A Purchase Order is not binding on the Seller until Purchaser has 
received Seller’s Order Confirmation. 

Pricing Policies 
All written quotations expire thirty (30) days from the date of 
issuance and can be withdrawn by written notice anytime during 
that period.

Prices are List, F.O.B. from the DatesWeiser factory in Buffalo, New 
York. Shipping, packaging, inside delivery, uncrating, installation, 
storage, and sales tax (if applicable) shall be in addition to the list 
price and shall be itemized and charged separately.

List prices are subject to change without notice.

List prices shall be those prices in effect on the date the Seller 
receives a completed Purchase Order unless shipment is requested 
more than 120 days after the order entry, in which case prices in 
effect on the date of shipment apply.

Taxes
All sales, use, excise, and other taxes applicable to the sale of 
DatesWeiser Products shall be paid by the Purchaser. To claim 
an exemption from any tax, Purchaser must submit to Seller the 
appropriate exemption certificates. 

Terms of Payment 
A fifty percent (50%) deposit is due at the time of order  
placement and the remainder due within thirty (30) days of 
the date of invoice.  

If, in the judgment of Seller, Purchaser’s financial condition does 
not justify the terms of the payment, Seller may require full or 
partial payment in advance.  

The ship date the Seller specifies is considered the invoice date 
for billing. The ship date will be confirmed by the Seller via a sep-
arate Acknowledgement issued upon receipt of a signed Purchase 
Order.

Past due accounts shall be charged one and one-half percent 
(1.5%) per month, or the highest rate permitted by law, which-
ever is less, and will be added to the outstanding balance. In 
the event Purchaser defaults on payment, Purchaser shall be 
liable for all collection costs, including reasonable attorney’s 
fees and costs.

Changes and Cancellations
A confirmed order may not be changed or cancelled, in whole or 
in part, without prior written consent of Seller. Changes may effect 
delivery dates. Expenses incurred because of changes shall be 
charged to Purchaser. In event of cancellations, Purchaser will be 
liable for reasonable cancellation charges, including a $500 admin-
istrative fee.

Seller is not required to comply with Purchaser’s request to change 
a confirmed order, but all reasonable requests to change confirmed 
orders will be honored. Orders for special or custom Product may 
not be cancelled.

To be effective, a Change Order must be in writing, signed by the 
Purchaser or Purchaser’s agent, and confirmed in writing by the 
Seller. Change Orders are subject to a charge for materials, labor, 
and other costs as determined by Seller.

Security Interest
Until Seller receives the full payment for the Product, Seller shall 
have a security interest in the Product. Purchaser agrees to perform 
all acts, including but not limited to the execution and filing of 
documentation, which may be necessary to perfect and assure the 
security interest of Seller.

Customer’s Own Material (COM)
A Purchaser who requests a material not standard to Seller’s line  
of Products must submit a sample of the  requested material to 
Seller prior to entry of a purchase order.  Seller shall determine if 
the material is suitable to its manufacturing processes and meets 
any requirements of Underwriter Laborato-ries. If the COM is 
acceptable, Seller will then establish a price for using the COM on 
the Product in question.

Terms and Conditions of Sale



Customer’s Specified Laminates (CSL)
For custom wood or paint finishes add $725 net per finish. This is 
a one-time matching charge. Custom finishes may extend delivery 
time up to four (4) weeks. Control samples of custom finishes will 
be provided. 

Hardware
Final adjustment of furniture hardware such as hinges, drawer 
slides, drawer pulls, etc., at the installation and as a punch-list  
item, if required, is the Purchaser’s responsibility.

Design
All Products shown in the Seller’s Price List and Specifications 
Guide are, and remain, the property of the Seller, who reserves the 
exclusive right to manufacture them. All dimensions shown are 
to be considered approximate. Seller reserves the right to make 
changes in price, dimensions, design and/or construction without 
prior notice.

Shop Drawings 
Seller allows for one (1) set of full shop drawings and one (1) round 
of minor drawing revisions in its pricing and scheduling. Thereafter, 
any significant changes in design, including dimensions, engineer-
ing details, and materials, or delays in reviewing and approving 
shop drawings, may necessitate additional charges and cause 
schedule delays. Seller reserves the right to determine the impact 
of any design changes and/or delays and will promptly notify 
those involved of any adjustments to cost and schedule.

Field and Hold Dimensions 
If a dealer or third party is responsible for providing installation, the 
following is required: Full responsibility for providing accurate and 
timely field dimensions or hold to dimensions (in cases where walls 
are not erected) as it effects the ultimate fit of the installation. As 
an alternative, upon request, Seller can provide a cost for sending a 
field technician to the project site to assume responsibility for field 
dimensions and site evaluation.

FREIGHT AND DELIVERY
Products are carefully inspected and packaged before leaving the 
factory to ensure they reach their destination in excellent condition. 
Whenever possible, the Seller will ship in accordance with  
the Purchaser’s instructions. If Purchaser does not specify shipping 
instructions, Seller will use its best judgment to determine the most 
suitable shipping method, route, and carrier. 

Conditions beyond the control of Seller, including weather, 
available facilities and traffic conditions, may affect time  
of delivery.

Storage
If the Purchaser cannot accept delivery per the ship date specified 
in the Seller’s Acknowledgement, the Seller may transfer the 
merchandise to storage, either at its facility or at another facility. 

Purchaser will be charged a storage fee of two percent (2%) of the 
invoice for every thirty (30) days the products are stored at the 
Seller’s facility. 

For products stored in another facility, all out-of-pocket costs of 
storage, including transportation and warehousing fees, will be at 
the Purchaser’s expense. 

The Purchaser will be invoiced for all product charges on the 
date the Products are transferred to storage. Storage fees  
will accrue monthly in full month increments (they are not pro-
rated for partial months) and will be added to the first invoice, 
which will also include non-product charges such as shipping, 
installation, etc.

Returns
Purchasers may not return Products without Seller’s written  
approval and shipping instructions. Unauthorized returns, and 
returns shipped inconsistently with Seller’s instructions, will be 
automatically refused by the Seller’s receiving department.

Products not currently offered for sale by Seller, including  
special and custom Products, shall not be authorized for return. 
All returned Products must be unused, in original condition and in 
original Seller shipping cartons. No refund or credit shall be given 
for damaged Products.

CLAIMS
All shipments for Sellers Product are F.O.B. Origin. All risk of loss 
passes to Purchaser at time of delivery to carrier. Purchaser shall 
inspect all Products upon receipt and note any damage on the Bill 
of Lading and make an immediate request for inspection of damage 
by carrier. Seller is not responsible for damage that occurs in transit 
or storage.

Damage that becomes apparent after the Product is unpacked 
should be reported to the carrier and the Seller within twenty 
-four (24) hours of receipt. Damage that is incurred at a fur-
niture dealer’s warehouse is the responsibility of the furniture
dealer.

For claims relating to Product damaged in transit, or for any 
other claims relating to or arising out of the transportation of the 
Product, Purchaser must seek recovery from the carrier. Seller 
may, upon request, assist Purchaser with filing of such claims with 
the carrier. 

Claims for defects, errors, or shortages must be made in writing 
by Purchaser against Seller within 72 hours after delivery. Failure 
to make such claim within 72 hours shall constitute unconditional 
acceptance of the Products and a waiver of any apparent defects, 
errors, or shortages. 

Terms + Conditions 



WARRANTY 
Seller warrants its Products to the original Purchaser to be free of 
defects in workmanship and materials under normal use and under 
conditions for which the Product was designed for a period of five 
(12) years. This remedy is exclusive. Seller does not authorize any
person to create for it any obligation or liability.

During this warranty period, Seller will repair, or at its option, re-
place, such Product proven to be defective. Seller shall not be liable 
for commercial loss or any consequential or incidental damages 
that may arise as a result of defective Product. 
This limited warranty does not apply to: 
• Damage caused by a carrier other than the Seller.
• Product not properly maintained per Seller instructions. Maintenance 

and proper environmental conditions are described in Sellers's
Published Price List. All furniture should be used in a stable, con-
trolled atmosphere and positioned to avoid direct sunlight. Ideal
climate is 65 to 75 degrees Fahrenheit with 30 to 55% relative
humidity.

•  Normal wear and tear or acts or omissions of parties other than
Seller. This warranty does not cover any product repaired or
altered by any person not so authorized by Seller, including user
modification, improper use or installation of Products.

• Customer’s Own Material and Customer’s Specified Laminates.
• Durability or suitability of any exterior surface coatings or

treatments.
• Matching of color, grains or texture except as specified in the

Seller’s Order Confirmation and the finish sample.
• Natural variations occurring in wood, stone, and glass shall not

be considered defects, and the Seller does not guarantee the
colorfastness or matching of colors, grains or textures, or surface
hardness of such materials.

• Adequacy of any electronic components.
• Durability of glass used in Product.
• Live Edge natural slabs used for table tops.

Seller must be notified within 72 hours of receipt of shipment for 
any initial claims for defects, errors or shortages. 

To obtain the benefit of this warranty, contact Seller in writing. It is 
the responsibility of the Purchaser to arrange the return of Product 
to Seller and to assume all costs relating to any incidental or conse-
quential damages.  

Disclaimers
THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES CONTAINED IN THIS SELLING  
POLICY ARE THE ONLY WARRANTIES THAT DATESWEISER 
MAKES AND TAKE THE PLACE OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES OF  
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND 
ALL OTHER WARRANTIES ARISING FROM COURSE OF DEALING 
OR USAGE OF TRADE.

Corporate Office / Factory
1700 Broadway Street
Buffalo, NY 14212
p 716.891.1700

Terms + Conditions



JD Waterfall Table - General Specifications 

NOTE: 

Line drawings in this price list 

are purely for quick product 

identification without form of detail 

and cannot be used to satisfy 

production dimensions, shape or 

support options. 

Refer to Planning Guide for 

detailed product information. 

Wood Components 

Tables are constructed using 3/4" 

thick miter-folded material to 

create a uniform Leg and Top panel 

thickness of 3”.  There are also 1" 

thick structural center-rails hidden 

underneath at a height of 5” that 

provides integrated cable 

management to hide any power & 

connectivity cables. 

Each Leg has removable access 

panels to discretely run those same 

power & connectivity cables to the 

floor.  Eliminating the visual of 

unsightly dangling cables.  Access 

panels can be mounted flush, if no 

floor clearance for cables is 

required for a cleaner look.  Or can 

be raised is cable clearance is 

required. 

Levelers 

All table are equipped with floor 

levelers to level the table. 

Grommets 

Please contact customer service at 

customerservice@datesweiser.com 

or your local DatesWeiser 

representative to request a quote 

based on your specify needs.  To 

find your local representative, visit 

www.datesweiser.com/contacts 

Power & Connectivity 

Power & connectivity is available in 

2 standard options. 

Option 1 comes in the form of a 

corded USB-A\C 12\36W tabletop 

undermounted system with enough 

to charge while using most phones 

or tablets, and some laptops. 

Option 2 is an in-surface AC & USB-

A\C solution mounted in the 

tabletop that provides up to 60W 

of USB-C power depending on the 

needs of the device being powered 

to comfortably charge while using 

most phones, tablets and Laptops.  

Available in both corded and 

hardwire versions. 

Wood Finishes and Materials 

Selecting materials and other 

features are the first steps to 

ordering your DatesWeiser 

furniture.  As you move through the 

steps on the product pages, you 

will need to fill in the blanks with 

the codes for the finishes and 

features you select. 

Wood veneers are selected from 

the finest hardwoods available 

around the world and top coated 

with a low-VOC, post-catalyzed 

finish.  The typical sheen is 30%. 

Veneers come in three price ranges 

(Tiers), and described as follows: 

1. Cut (Plain-sliced, rift, quartered, 

engineered) 

2. Species (Oak, Walnut, etc.)

3. Finish (Natural, Smoked, Dark, 

Cerused, etc.

Quartered, rift-cut and engineered 

veneers are slip matched except for 

Black Limba. 

Plain-sliced veneers are book 

matched. 

Examples: 

1. T124 (Denotes Tier 1 Plain 

sliced Maple, Natural) 

2. T227 (Denotes Tier 2 

Quartered Walnut, Natural) 

Requests for FSC certified materials 

must be made before an order can 

be processed. 

Finishing Excellence 

DatesWeiser collaborates with 

leading colorists to develop a 

palette particularly suited to the 

executive workplace.  This range is 

available on all our products and 

coordinates with our extensive 

veneer offering. 

To order finish samples, please 

contact customer service at 

customerservice@datesweiser.com 

or your local DatesWeiser 

representative.  To find your local 

DatesWeiser representative, visit 

www.datesweiser.com/contacts. 

If you do not see what you want, 

we are happy to work with you to 

develop a unique product solution. 

DatesWeiser printed and veneer 

samples offer an example of what a 

typical veneer will look like, within 

a range of acceptability 

carefully determined by 

DatesWeiser. Samples and printed 

sample materials should be used as 

reference only. 

FSC® Certification:  FSC-C003538 
Responsibly harvested materials 
certified by the Forest Stewardship 
Council are available upon request 
and may increase pricing.  Requests 
for FSC certified materials or LEED 
certification must be 
made before an order is processed 

Product Maintenance 

Regular dusting with a soft cloth 

will help prevent fine dust particles 

from becoming embedded in the 

finished surface.  We recommend 

using a soft flannel cloth slightly 

dampened with water, followed by 

a dry cloth. Always wipe in the 

direction of the 

grain. 

CAUTION: 

Never use a chemically treated 

cleaning cloth. 

For removing residues, smudges, 

etc., we recommend using a very 

mild (non-ammonia) soap and 

water solution. Apply with a soft 

flannel cloth followed by a dry 

cloth. Always wipe in the direction 

of the grain. 

We recommend using felt pads on 

all objects that come into contact 

with our furniture. Certain vinyl and 

rubber products can chemically 

react with the finish on wood if left 

in contact for extended 

periods of time. Coasters, place 

mats, notebook covers, and rubber 

or plastic feet (found on most 

accessories) can also damage wood 

surfaces. To avoid indentations 

caused by writing instruments, 

always use a non-vinyl blotter or 

writing pad. 

All furniture should be used in a 

stable, controlled atmosphere and 

positioned to avoid direct sunlight. 

The ideal climate is 65-75°F with 

30-55% relative humidity. 



Product Overview

Design Features Of Tables
• Panel Thickness: " (For both 1‐ and 2‐piece designs)

• Apron Height: " (For both 1‐ and 2‐piece designs)

• Veneer finishes only

• Height Adjustable Cable Access Covers on inside of End Panels

42H x 30D x 84W Waterfall Table (1‐Piece) 42H x 42D x 120W Waterfall Table (2‐Piece)

5.000

3.000



TABLE CONSTRUCTION:  EDGE PROFILES & GRAIN DIRECTION

TABLE CONSTRUCTION:  ELEVATIONS, SPLITS & CABLE CHASE

GRAIN DIRECTION

FRONT VIEWS

BOTTOM VIEWS

FRONT CORNER VIEW

TOP CORNER VIEW

RIGHT CORNER VIEW

3" THICK

TOP & LEG

5" HIGH

CENTER RAIL

WIDTHS

72 TO 84"

HEIGHTS

36 & 42"

WIDTHS

96 TO 120"

= =

DEPTHS

30, 36 & 42"

CABLE ENTRY

12" x 1-1/2"

ACCESS PANEL



POWER & CONNECTIVITY:  POWER UNIT LOCATIONS & QUANTITIES BY WIDTH

TOPMOUNT POWER

AC + USB-A\C 60W

PERIMETER POWER

USB-A\C 12\36W

72" WIDTHS  •  1 UNIT

84 TO 120" WIDTHS  •  2 UNITS

72" WIDTHS  •  2 UNITS

84 TO 108" WIDTHS  •  4 UNITS

120" WIDTHS  •  6 UNITS

=

=

=

=

= =

= = = = = = =

= ==

= =



POWER & CONNECTIVITY:  TOPMOUNT POWER CABLE MANAGEMENT

 w\ POWER CONNECTIONS AT ONE END

TOPMOUNT #2

(IN GREEN)

TOPMOUNT #1

(IN BLUE)

INFEED CABLES

(PLUGIN OR HARDWIRE)

ACCESS PANEL



POWER & CONNECTIVITY:  TOPMOUNT POWER CABLE MANAGEMENT

 w\ POWER CONNECTIONS AT BOTH ENDS

INFEED CABLE, BOTH ENDS

(PLUGIN OR HARDWIRE)

ACCESS PANEL

TOPMOUNT #2

(IN GREEN)

TOPMOUNT #1

(IN BLUE)



POWER & CONNECTIVITY:  TOPMOUNT CABLE MANAGEMENT

 w\ POWER BAR OR JUNCTION BOX

* HARDWIRE INFEED CABLE NOT SUPPLIED BY DATESWEISER

TOPMOUNT #1

(IN BLUE)

TOPMOUNT #2

(IN GREEN)

INFEED CABLE

(PLUGIN OR HARDWIRE)

POWER BAR OR JUNCTION BOX

(IN PURPLE)

ACCESS PANEL



POWER & CONNECTIVITY:  PERIMETER USB CABLE MANAGEMENT

* HARDWIRE INFEED CABLE NOT SUPPLIED BY DATESWEISER

POWER BAR

(IN PURPLE)

CABLE TRAY

(IN ORANGE)

POWER SUPPLY w\ AC POWER CORD

(IN GREEN)

USB MODULE

(IN BLUE)

ACCESS PANEL

INFEED CABLE

(PLUGIN OR HARDWIRE)



Veneer: Tier 1

T102  Rift European White Oak, 
Natural  

T131  Reconstituted Macassar Ebony, 
Natural

T105  Plain-slicedT142  Rift American White Oak, Natural  

Veneer: Tier 2

T206  Plain-sliced Walnut, Smoked T229  Quartered Wenge, NaturalT227  Quartered Walnut, Natural T228  Quartered Black Limba, Natural

T207  Plain-sliced Walnut, Dark

Wood Finishes JD Waterfall Table

7



Power & Connectivity Options 

USB Perimeter Power

Black= BK 

For Perimeter USB Charging 

(Plugin or Hardwired, always Black) 

ECA Cove 60 Drop-In Topmount 

(Plugin, Hardwired & Unkable in various colors from ECA) 

TOPMOUNT POWER 

Black= ECB 

White= ECGW 

Silver= ECS 

Brushed Aluminum = ECAL 



JD  Waterfall Table  - Counter Height Meeting Tables
, Seated Height (30" H)
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 30" Deep • 36" High
07WTM30X72V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 30x72x36 30 72 36 31 1(72) 4(36) 1 4 9,300   9,858   826 826 987 1075
07WTM30X84V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 30x84x36 30 84 36 31 1(84) 4(42) - 6(28) 1 4 10,654 11,293 826 826 987 1075
07WTM30X96V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 30x96x36 30 96 36 31 2(48) 6(32) 1 4 14,319 15,178 826 826 987 1075
07WTM30X108V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 30x108x36 30 108 36 31 2(54) 6(36) - 8(27) 2 4 15,248 16,163 1652 1652 987 1075
07WTM30X120V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 30x120x36 30 120 36 31 2(60) 8(30) 2 6 16,169 17,139 1652 1652 1364 1457
 36" Deep • 36" High
07WTM36X72V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 36x72x36 36 72 36 31 1(72) 4(36) 1 4 10,971 11,629 826 826 987 1075
07WTM36X84V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 36x84x36 36 84 36 31 1(84) 4(42) - 6(28) 1 4 11,913 12,628 826 826 987 1075
07WTM36X96V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 36x96x36 36 96 36 31 2(48) 6(32) 1 4 15,858 16,809 826 826 987 1075
07WTM36X108V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 36x108x36 36 108 36 31 2(54) 6(36) - 8(27) 2 4 16,975 17,994 1652 1652 987 1075
07WTM36X120V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 36x120x36 36 120 36 31 2(60) 8(30) 2 6 18,054 19,137 1652 1652 1364 1457
 42" Deep • 36" High
07WTM42X72V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 42x72x36 42 72 36 31 1(72) 4(36) 1 4 12,089 12,814 826 826 987 1075
07WTM42X84V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 42x84x36 42 84 36 31 1(84) 4(42) - 6(28) 1 4 13,208 14,000 826 826 987 1075
07WTM42X96V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 42x96x36 42 96 36 31 2(48) 6(32) 1 4 17,203 18,235 826 826 987 1075
07WTM42X108V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 42x108x36 42 108 36 31 2(54) 6(36) - 8(27) 2 4 19,253 20,408 1652 1652 987 1075
07WTM42X120V36 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 42x120x36 42 120 36 31 2(60) 8(30) 2 6 19,845 21,036 1652 1652 1364 1457

Options:
() Table (Veneer) Finish
() No Power (NP) • Topmount Plug-In (TMPI) • Topmount Hardwire (TMHW) • Perimeter USB Plug-In (PUPI) • Perimeter USB Hardwire (PUHW)
() Topmount Finish (If Required)



JD Waterfall Table  - Bar Height Meeting Tables
 Seated Height (30" H)
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 30" Deep • 42" High
07WTM30X72V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 30x72x42 30 72 42 37 12 1(72) 4(36) 1 4 9,996   10,596 826 826 987 1075
07WTM30X84V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 30x84x42 30 84 42 37 12 1(84) 4(42) - 6(28) 1 4 10,716 11,359 826 826 987 1075
07WTM30X96V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 30x96x42 30 96 42 37 12 2(48) 6(32) 1 4 14,451 15,318 826 826 987 1075
07WTM30X108V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 30x108x42 30 108 42 37 12 2(54) 6(36) - 8(27) 2 4 15,350 16,271 1652 1652 987 1075
07WTM30X120V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 30x120x42 30 120 42 37 12 2(60) 8(30) 2 6 16,296 17,274 1652 1652 1364 1457
 36" Deep • 42" High
07WTM36X72V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 36x72x42 36 72 42 37 12 1(72) 4(36) 1 4 11,142 11,811 826 826 987 1075
07WTM36X84V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 36x84x42 36 84 42 37 12 1(84) 4(42) - 6(28) 1 4 12,325 13,065 826 826 987 1075
07WTM36X96V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 36x96x42 36 96 42 37 12 2(48) 6(32) 1 4 16,025 16,987 826 826 987 1075
07WTM36X108V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 36x108x42 36 108 42 37 12 2(54) 6(36) - 8(27) 2 4 17,138 18,166 1652 1652 987 1075
07WTM36X120V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 36x120x42 36 120 42 37 12 2(60) 8(30) 2 6 18,213 19,306 1652 1652 1364 1457
 42" Deep • 42" High
07WTM42X72V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 42x72x42 42 72 42 37 12 1(72) 4(36) 1 4 12,290 13,027 826 826 987 1075
07WTM42X84V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 42x84x42 42 84 42 37 12 1(84) 4(42) - 6(28) 1 4 13,403 14,207 826 826 987 1075
07WTM42X96V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 42x96x42 42 96 42 37 12 2(48) 6(32) 1 4 17,596 18,652 826 826 987 1075
07WTM42X108V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 42x108x42 42 108 42 37 12 2(54) 6(36) - 8(27) 2 4 19,028 20,170 1652 1652 987 1075
07WTM42X120V42 () () () JD WATERFALL TABLE 42x120x42 42 120 42 37 12 2(60) 8(30) 2 6 19,905 21,099 1652 1652 1364 1457

Options:
() Table (Veneer) Finish
() No Power (NP) • Topmount Plug-In (TMPI) • Topmount Hardwire (TMHW) • Perimeter USB Plug-In (PUPI) • Perimeter USB Hardwire (PUHW)
() Topmount Finish (If Required)
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